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ABSTRACT
Feeding backyard wildlife has impure public good characteristics - it provides satisfaction to humans, both private and public, while also improving bird populations. We document a surge in human interest in connecting with wild birds during lockdowns in response to the Covid-19 pandemic. Using an event-study design, we find large increases in bird engagement began soon after the start of the COVID-19 lockdowns in Spring 2020. Responses were stronger for areas with more bird species. Investments appear sustained, beginning first with bird feeders, then seed and finally baths. Beyond bird survival, bird feeding can potentially enhance humans’ connection to nature and improving human well-being. Increases in bird engagement in response to lockdowns may have been good for humans and good for birds.

1. Introduction

The rate and frequency of species decline is now a global challenge, with some of the largest concerns relating to the most economically developed nations on the planet (Strong et al., 2011). Over the last forty years, bird populations have plummeted by 30% across the North American continent, with losses concentrated among migratory birds such as finches, sparrows, warblers, and blackbirds (Rosenberg et al., 2019). For some species, backyard feeding has been shown to help wild birds survive during critical periods when foraging is difficult (Robb et al., 2008). Brock et al. (2017) find the most common motivations for bird feeding are personal enjoyment and helping birds, making bird feeding an “impure public good,” a term first coined by Samuelson in Samuelson, 1954. These goods deliver both a private stream of utility to the individual (Clucas et al., 2015) and produce a non-rival advantage to others. In this case, increases in bird feeding could enhance human welfare by connecting humans to nature. They may also aid certain species of wild birds in an era where many face threats to include habitat degradation and loss, climate change, and the use of pesticides (Stanton et al., 2018), which bring benefits to both ecological and social resilience (Dutcher et al., 2007).

In the US, about half of all households feed wild birds on their property (Lepezyk et al., 2012; U.S. Department of the Interior, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S. Census Bureau, 2016; Martinson and Flaspohler, 2003). During Covid-19 lockdowns, time spent at home rose by approximately 15% (See Fig. A1). However, the way in which lockdowns affected people’s engagement with backyard birds is unclear. For example, a rapid increase in the unemployment rate and reduced household income may have negatively affected households’ spending (Baker et al., 2020).

Despite this, Covid-19 lockdowns may have piqued people’s interest in birds through several channels. First, and most obviously, forced time at home reduced the opportunity costs associated with viewing wildlife in one’s backyard. Second, bird engagement during the lockdown may
have been especially helpful for human well-being. Recent work finds bird diversity strongly linked to human well-being in Europe (Methorst et al., 2021). Human-wildlife inter-actions, particularly with birds, are known to be soothing and relieve stress (Ratcliffe et al., 2013) whilst also creating urban resilience (Colding and Barthel, 2013). Given the isolation from other humans that lockdowns created (Brodeur et al., 2020), people may have sought out a greater connection to birds and birdsong. Appreciation of birdsong may have been enhanced during lockdown periods due to quieter urban areas.

We use an event study design to measure changes in bird engagement in the US during the first Covid-19 lockdowns in 2020 and estimate how changes in bird engagement may have affected bird populations. If people allocated more time to bird engagement during Covid-19 lockdowns, we might expect an increase in total provision of avian public goods (Andreoni, 1990). Crucially, we believe that lockdown periods served as pivotal opportunities for people to re-engage with their local natural world. By doing so, people may have better recognized why their local environment holds both intrinsic and anthropocentric value, and hence the mutual advantages from a continued engagement with it.

We contribute to a rich literature documenting the benefits from human connectivity to nature and ecosystem services from birds. Birds provide a variety of important ecosystem services (Gaston et al., 2018), including pest control (Crawford and Jennings, 1989), nutrient cycling (Kitchell et al., 1999), and seed dispersal (García and Martinez, 2012). Our results point to a different channel by which birds contribute to ecosystem services, by increasing people’s connection to their local environment and likely improving their well-being. We join other work that recognises the benefits such ‘connectivity’ can yield for human well-being, in general (Dutcher et al., 2007; Cox et al., 2017; Whitburn et al., 2020), and from birds in particular (Cox and Gaston, 2016). Our work suggests policies should reflect the importance of biodiversity to human well-being (Diaz et al., 2018), and for local wildlife to act as an ecosystem service that people can utilise for reconnection (Andersson et al., 2014; Ives et al., 2017). Furthermore, people’s connection to nature is positively correlated with their pro-environmental behaviour (Whitburn et al., 2020) and preference for environmental protection (Czajkowski et al., 2015). For example, birdwatching experience is associated with greater willingness to pay for grassland restoration (Li and Ando, 2020). This evidence suggests that human-bird interaction can promote people’s interests in environmental protection over the long-term.

2. Data

We measure bird engagement by using data from three sources: bird feeder enrolment from Project FeederWatch, search interest from Google Trends, and app downloads from “Spiny Software,” a bird identification app company. We link these to lockdown timing and bird watching quality by state.

**Project FeederWatch:** Project FeederWatch is a citizen science program run by Cornell University. We use a five-year panel of weekly bird feeding effort (1/1/2015 to 4/10/2020). Participants commit to recording bird feeder visitors from November to the first week of the next April annually. Users record effort spent on bird identification, classifying the effort into one of four categories: less than an hour, between one and four hours, between four and eight hours, and more than eight hours. We create binary outcome variables for if the user watched birds for more than one, four, or eight hours that week. From Table 1, we see that the vast majority of users spend at least an hour formally identifying birds. About one-fifth of users spend more than four hours and about 5% spend more than eight hours.

**Google Trends:** Google is the most used search engine in the US and thus provides a representative sample of internet search queries via Google Trends. Google Trends supplies an index to show relative numbers of search queries and the popularity of a search term within a given region and chosen period. The relative search intensity (RSI) of a search term is defined as the number of daily search for the search term at day t and in region r divided by the maximum RSI for the chosen time period T in that region r then times 100 (Siliverstovs and Wochner, 2018). Thus, this index is scaled from 0 to 100, where 100 indicates the highest search volume for that search term and 0 shows the lowest search volume.

**Google Trends data has been widely used in research to assess online search behaviour (Siliverstovs and Wochner, 2018; Rousseau and Deschacht, 2020; Walker et al., 2020). We use a five-year panel (4/10/2016 to 04/04/2021) at state-week level for our search terms “bird feeder,” “bird seed” and “bird bath” to study bird engagement via online search. We use data from similar time periods (2016–2020) for Project FeederWatch and Google Trends to ensure our findings are comparable.**

**App Data:** We present descriptive graphs of user downloads of bird identification apps produced by Spiny Software using the change in
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### Table 1

**Summary statistics.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Term</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>St. Dev.</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A: Project FeederWatch</td>
<td>1 h</td>
<td>711,916</td>
<td>0.845</td>
<td>0.362</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 h</td>
<td>711,916</td>
<td>0.218</td>
<td>0.413</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8 h</td>
<td>711,916</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B: Google Trends</td>
<td>Feeder</td>
<td>13,050</td>
<td>16.134</td>
<td>18.649</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feeder (detrended)</td>
<td>10,400</td>
<td>3.620</td>
<td>21.662</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Seed</td>
<td>13,050</td>
<td>7.348</td>
<td>11.041</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Seed (detrended)</td>
<td>10,400</td>
<td>1.573</td>
<td>14.334</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bath</td>
<td>13,050</td>
<td>9.371</td>
<td>14.242</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bath (detrended)</td>
<td>10,400</td>
<td>2.330</td>
<td>16.564</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C: State-level Number of Bird Species</td>
<td>Species (Project Feeder Watch)</td>
<td>711,916</td>
<td>313.306</td>
<td>49.727</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Species (Google Trends)</td>
<td>13,050</td>
<td>302.24</td>
<td>42.74</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>483</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Project FeederWatch Data from 2015 to 2020 and Google Trends data from 2016 to 2021. Project FeederWatch data begin in November and end in the next April annually. Google Trends data first differentiated due to seasonality in search.
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8 Of course, not all bird encounters are positive, particularly in agricultural contexts (Williams et al., 2012; Bennett et al., 2018).

9 Birdsong may have been particularly valuable, given the genetic relationships between human and bird vocalisations (Vargha-Khadem et al., 2005; Haesler et al., 2007; Lange-Küttner, 2010).

10 It takes more than 95% search engine market share in the US as of 2020.
year-over-year downloads for the period January 2020 to May 2020. This data shows the user app purchase in 2020 as the change in purchase compared to the same period in 2019.\textsuperscript{11,12}

**Lockdown Timing:** The Covid-19 pandemic emerged on a global scale in February and March 2020. In response, policymakers issued “shelter in place” and “safer at home” policies, which we call lockdowns, that restricted public access to public and private areas. We use data from Raifman et al. (2020) on the initiation of lockdown timing by state. We supplemented Raifman et al. (2020) with news searches for the timing of lockdowns with weaker restrictions, ending up with 43 of our fifty states with a lockdown of some kind.\textsuperscript{13,14}

**Measure of Local Bird Diversity:** People who have stronger preferences for bird engagement may “vote with their feet” by moving to locations with more bird species (Tiebout, 1956; Klaiber and Phaneuf, 2010). If so, changes in bird engagement may vary with bird diversity. We obtain state-level bird species data from BirdLife International and Handbook of the Birds of the World (2020) to measure local bird diversity. The data provides information regarding the number of bird species in each state. The summary statistics for local bird diversity are available in Table 1. We also show the distribution of bird diversity at the state-level in Fig. 4.\textsuperscript{15}

3. Methods

We use an event study to estimate changes in bird engagement after lockdown. In our main specification we characterise lockdown as an event that began at various times across states using a simple estimator:

\[ Y_{st} = \alpha + \beta Post + \Gamma_{st} + \epsilon_{st} \]  

(1)

where Post\(_{st}\) is a dummy equal to one for the period after the start of the state’s first lockdown. For Project FeederWatch data, the outcome \( Y_{st} \) measures a user \( t \)’s bird watching effort in year - week \( t \) of state \( s \). It is a binary variable equal to one if the user exceeded the effort threshold and zero otherwise. \( \Gamma_{st} \) includes month, state, and year fixed effects. For Google Trends data, the outcome measures the search intensity of a search term in year - week \( t \) of state \( s \). It is a variable equal to one if, compared to states in the bottom tercile, bird engagement is higher in states with more bird species. Our specification to estimate the dynamic treatment effect for each dataset is:

\[ Y_{st} = \alpha + \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} \phi_{k} Z_{st}^{k} + \Gamma_{st} + \epsilon_{st} \]  

(3)

Where the variable \( Z_{st}^{k} \) is an indicator for the number of \( k \) weeks relative to the week of a state’s first lockdown ($k = 0$ is the week of initial treatment). \( Y_{st} \) measures the outcome variable in state \( s \) in year-week \( t \). \( \Gamma_{st} \) includes state, month, and year fixed effects. The coefficients of interest, the \( \phi_{k} \) terms, measure changes in search interests in each of the weeks following the beginning of the lockdown. Standard errors are clustered at the state level.

We conduct several tests to probe whether pre-trends could be driving our results. First, we test for pre-trends by extending our baseline specification with leads of treatment associated with weeks before the first lockdown:

\[ Y_{st} = \alpha_{0} + \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} \alpha_{k} Z_{st}^{k} + \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} \gamma_{k} Z_{st}^{k} + \delta_{s} + \gamma_{s} + \epsilon_{st} \]  

(4)

We use an F-test suggested by Borusyak and Jaravel (2017) to test the no-pre-trend assumption. The model in Eq. 3 considers a restricted model, while Eq. 4 considers a full model. In addition, we do a placebo test, shifting treatment to one year prior to lockdown. These results, shown in Fig. A3, suggest pre-trends are not driving our results. Finally, we plot trends in Fig. 1 to visually inspect for trends.

4. Results

Beginning with the Project FeederWatch data, in Table 2 we see increases in the likelihood users spend more time identifying birds for each of the thresholds. The coefficients report the percentage point change in the likelihood a bird feeder spends more time than the listed threshold. Bird watching of at least one hour increases by 3.2 percentage points or 3.8%. For more than four hours, the change is greater: an increase of 4.0 percentage points or 19%. For eight hours or more, the change in percentage points is smaller, at 1.5, but this corresponds to a 31% increase because the initial share of people who spend more than eight hours watching their feeder is very low. These results suggest that people who already fed birds increased their engagement once their mobility was restricted.

Next, we consider the Google Trends data to assess changes in bird engagement among a broader group of people: internet users. We find the relative search intensity for the search term “bird feeder” is estimated to jump 10.2 points after lockdown. The other search terms also

\textsuperscript{11} Spiny Software specialises in mobile apps that encourage human-wildlife interaction through identification of birds and other organisms and birdsongs recognition. Note that Spiny Software launched a new version of some of their apps in early March. This may have affected app downloads; for example, users seem to prefer to download recently updated apps (Nayebi et al., 2016). For this reason, we interpret changes in app downloads cautiously.

\textsuperscript{12} As a robustness check, we use the timing of the first lockdown in the United States, which was March 19, 2020 in California, for all states. March 19th, 2020 was in the week of March that began on March 15th, 2020. Americans reduced their mobility in concert, even though the timing of formal state-level lockdowns varied by as much as 19 days, as seen in Fig. A2. Kapoor et al. (2020) show that lockdown timing is correlated with state characteristics, including median income, education level, race, and age. Modeling changes in behaviour as responding to state-level lockdown timing may introduce selection bias. Modeling lockdown timing as uniform across states reduces measurement error, which should bias our estimate downward. We estimate both models, with the state-level lockdown timing as our main specification. Results are qualitatively the same and available upon request.

\textsuperscript{13} Note that some localities instituted lockdowns before states, which we expect to cause measurement error that will bias our estimate toward zero.

\textsuperscript{14} As a reviewer pointed out, local bird diversity may change over the year. Future research may explore more on whether bird diversity of different seasons may affect changes in human-bird engagement. We thank the reviewer for this comment.

\textsuperscript{15} We set the lag equal to 52 because the data is by week.
increase, albeit by a smaller magnitude: “bird seed” increases by 3.7 points and “bird bath” by 7.1 points.

To address the concern that the relative search intensity for other household terms may also increase due to reduced mobility and extended hours spending online, we compare the search intensity for bird engagement with other terms (food, cat, water) in Fig. A5 as a placebo test. We do not observe a significant jump in search intensity for these placebo search terms.

For the dynamic treatment effect for internet users, we see in Table 3 that although “bird feeder” and “bird seed” increase almost immediately, increases in relative search frequency for “bird bath” occur about three weeks after the lockdown. This behaviour could be consistent with people increasingly adopting a “guardian” or “warden” perspective on their backyard, adding baths to their initial investments in feeders to make their backyards more attractive to birds. The search interests in bird feeding persist in the first three months of the lockdown despite relaxations of lockdown status. In addition, Fig. 2 shows the effects for “bird feeder” and “bird seed” come back in spring when the feeding season occurs, which suggests that people are still engaging in bird

18 We follow the convention on how to interpret the estimates based on the Google Trends data Rousseau and Deschacht, 2020.

19 An F-test comparing a model with and without pre-period indicators fails to reject the null hypothesis that the pre-period coefficients do not improve model fit. This implies that there are no non-linear pre-trends Borusyak and Jaravel, 2017. Figure 1 also suggests that the parallel trends assumption is satisfied for all three search terms.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 h</th>
<th>4 h</th>
<th>8 h</th>
<th>Feeder</th>
<th>Seed</th>
<th>Bath</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$t=0$</td>
<td>0.020***</td>
<td>0.025***</td>
<td>0.012***</td>
<td>3.575</td>
<td>1.545</td>
<td>3.372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.005)</td>
<td>(0.004)</td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
<td>(3.71)</td>
<td>(2.58)</td>
<td>(2.31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t=1$</td>
<td>0.031***</td>
<td>0.038***</td>
<td>0.016***</td>
<td>13.064***</td>
<td>7.707***</td>
<td>3.209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.004)</td>
<td>(0.004)</td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
<td>(2.999)</td>
<td>(2.201)</td>
<td>(2.446)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t=2$</td>
<td>0.038***</td>
<td>0.046***</td>
<td>0.016***</td>
<td>19.761***</td>
<td>8.638***</td>
<td>3.209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.004)</td>
<td>(0.006)</td>
<td>(0.004)</td>
<td>(4.180)</td>
<td>(2.388)</td>
<td>(2.880)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t=3$</td>
<td>0.031***</td>
<td>0.048***</td>
<td>0.018***</td>
<td>11.087***</td>
<td>6.173***</td>
<td>11.814***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.008)</td>
<td>(0.011)</td>
<td>(0.004)</td>
<td>(3.988)</td>
<td>(2.155)</td>
<td>(3.523)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t=4$</td>
<td>29.064***</td>
<td>8.940***</td>
<td>14.000***</td>
<td>(4.998)</td>
<td>(2.828)</td>
<td>(4.357)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t=5$</td>
<td>29.134***</td>
<td>12.870***</td>
<td>22.093***</td>
<td>(4.263)</td>
<td>(3.342)</td>
<td>(4.271)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t=7$</td>
<td>30.738***</td>
<td>9.335***</td>
<td>20.302***</td>
<td>(3.934)</td>
<td>(2.735)</td>
<td>(3.914)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t=8$</td>
<td>16.688***</td>
<td>2.149</td>
<td>18.744***</td>
<td>(5.541)</td>
<td>(3.572)</td>
<td>(3.908)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t=9$</td>
<td>22.785***</td>
<td>7.289***</td>
<td>20.349***</td>
<td>(5.309)</td>
<td>(2.521)</td>
<td>(4.324)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t=10$</td>
<td>16.041***</td>
<td>4.731</td>
<td>23.790***</td>
<td>(4.204)</td>
<td>(3.258)</td>
<td>(4.664)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t=11$</td>
<td>22.157***</td>
<td>4.638*</td>
<td>18.139***</td>
<td>(4.653)</td>
<td>(2.613)</td>
<td>(3.323)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t=12$</td>
<td>11.087***</td>
<td>4.870**</td>
<td>5.186</td>
<td>(3.501)</td>
<td>(2.314)</td>
<td>(3.577)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t&gt;13$</td>
<td>6.428***</td>
<td>2.735***</td>
<td>4.210***</td>
<td>(1.250)</td>
<td>(0.766)</td>
<td>(0.845)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FE</td>
<td>M + S + Y</td>
<td>M + S + Y</td>
<td>M + S + Y</td>
<td>S + Y</td>
<td>S + Y</td>
<td>S + Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>711,916</td>
<td>711,916</td>
<td>711,916</td>
<td>10,400</td>
<td>10,400</td>
<td>10,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.063</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Project FeederWatch data 2015–2020. Google trends data 2016–2021. Estimates include a constant term (not reported). Google Trends data first-differenced. Standard errors clustered by state are in parentheses. Fixed effects (FE) at month (M), state (S), or year (Y) level. * p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01.

Fig. 2. Estimated dynamic effects - google trends relative search intensity.
Notes: 2016–2021 Google Trends search term data by state-week for the US. Search terms include “bird feeder,” “bird seed,” and “bird bath.” The figure shows the estimated dynamic effects of lockdown on relative search intensity for terms related to bird engagement. Lockdowns vary by state. The x-axis presents the number of weeks relative to the start date of lockdown.
feeding activities almost one year after the initial lockdown. However, we do not observe a similar effect in searching for “bird bath”, which makes intuitive sense. As durable goods, people may not need to keep searching for bird baths after their initial purchase.

Because Google Trends includes all Google users, the data includes people who did not previously feed birds, something we could not capture using Project FeederWatch data. Thus, we interpret our two sets of results as suggesting increases in bird feeding effort along both intensive (Project FeederWatch) and extensive (Google Trends) margins, although we acknowledge an inability to test the latter claim directly.

For both populations, we see some evidence of greater increases in bird engagement in areas with more bird species. In Table 2, the coefficients for tertiles of bird species are near zero for the Project FeederWatch data in Panel A. However, in Panel B, we find the highest tertile of bird species is statistically significant for searches for “bird feeder” and “bird bath.” This suggests that any effect from bird diversity may be stronger for people on the margin, in terms of bird engagement.

To further assess increases in engagement, we plot data on year-over-year changes in bird app purchases from January to May 2020 against the cumulative number of states with a shelter-in-place policy in Fig. 3. Prior to lockdowns the app had modest growth compared to 2019. Yet as lockdowns became more common, app purchases spiked, and then stabilised. These further suggest that lockdown pushes people with a marginal interest in birds to increase their birding effort after spending time at home. Unlike with Google Trends, for app purchases we can be reasonably sure that each purchase roughly corresponds to one person.

5. Implications

Enhanced environmental quality may not always be the primary driver for bird feeding (Brock et al., 2017), but the ‘impure public good’ qualities of bird feeding may enhance both human welfare and avian populations during Covid-19 lockdowns. Investments in bird engagement during the pandemic not only satisfy people’s own recreational desire and aid their well-being, but also add quality to the surrounding ecological infrastructure, and do so during a critical time for birds (i.e. as they migrate and raise families). Previous ornithological research on supplementary feeding impacts show that bird feeding appears to help a wild bird’s health (Wilczenk et al., 2015), implying that bird feeding during lockdown may change future bird populations.

We used our results on changes in bird engagement during the Covid-19 lockdowns (Table 2), to estimate how bird feeding expenditures might respond in the spring of 2020. From our Google Trends coefficient on “bird feeders,” we estimate an increase in the growth of new bird feeders to be 63%. Given annual growth in bird feeding of 4% (Ask Your Target Market, 2015), this implies excess annual growth in bird feeding in 2020 due to Covid-19 lockdowns of 63%*4% = 2.5%. Using this and estimates of changes in bird feeding intensity from the Project FeederWatch coefficients, we predict that increases in bird feeding investment in 2020 can be as large as $292–1533 million (Table 4). Such large increases in expenditure on bird engagement may improve bird survival (Castro et al., 2003; Gonzalez et al., 2006).

Benefits in psychological well-being from engaging with the natural world are well-documented (Keyes, 2002; Dutcher et al., 2007; Pritchard et al., 2020; Wyles et al., 2019; Yang and Na, 2017).

For Covid-19 and future pandemics, it is possible that regions may find themselves in a fluid state of lesser and greater social restrictions as cases of the virus rise and fall over time. Engagement with backyard birds may play a vital role in offering a safe way to release stress and feel interconnected, proven qualities to enhance subjective well-being (Diener and Biswas-Diener, 2011). Moreover, a potential increase in bird feeder visitors due to increased feeding and lower pollution (Jiang et al., 2020) creates a higher payoff for bird feeding, thus reinforcing a positive feedback loop between bird feeding and bird conservation.

Although we find significant elevations in bird engagement immediately following lockdowns, and that these continue after a lockdown status is relaxed, the extent to which these habits persist in the long run remains an open question and should be addressed in future research.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we use an event study design to estimate changes in bird engagement within the US as a consequence of “lockdown” periods created from the coronavirus pandemic in 2020. We use data on bird feeding from a bird identification program, Google users search frequency, and mobile app users of a bird identification app to estimate these changes.

Across each population and scale, we find a significant increase in bird engagement im mediately following lockdowns. Interestingly, responses in the US are stronger for areas with more bird species and important bird habitat, echoing work to suggest there is a human sensitivity to wildlife diversity and the opportunity to experience variety embedded within bird feeding (Kolstoe and Cameron, 2017). Consistent with a “warden” mentality (Brock et al., 2017), people seek out additional features for their backyards about two weeks after lockdowns. These include information-seeking on seed, bird baths, and the identification of species. Our work joins emerging evidence that supports the sensitivity of humans to birds and the importance of birds to human well-being (Methorst et al., 2021).

These trends have implications for the resilience of declining bird populations, especially given that the investments occurred during a critical time of year. In our regions of study, lockdown periods began when birds migrate and nest, corresponding also to times when extra food provision has been shown to have an important impact on bird mortality and morbidity (Robb et al., 2008). There may be indirect benefits, too. Here, we refer back to the literature on impure public goods and recognise the dual effects that adapting our bird engagement behaviour have had through periods of lockdown. Increases in human-bird interaction in response to lockdowns may have been good for human and good for birds. Since bird engagement can potentially benefit ecological and social resilience, policymakers should consider programs and policies that promote and support bird-feeding and other nature-related activities.

Furthermore, increased interest and investment in local wildlife during lockdown may enhance people’s awareness of and willingness to pay for wildlife conservation. Experience with environmental goods affects willingness to pay for ecosystem services (Ready et al., 1995; Czajkowski et al., 2015). Fraser et al. (2020) found that bird watching for rare, migrant birds heavily overlaps with membership to domestic avian conservation charities. Likewise, Li and Ando (2020) find that people who had experience with bird watching are willing to pay more.
for grassland restoration. Thus, people who interacted with their backyard birds, and thus gained an interest in birds during the lockdown period, may now be more inclined to support conservation efforts or donate to wildlife charities. Indeed, annual charitable giving to animal welfare charities increased by 2.5% in 2020, while total charitable giving only increased by 1% (Blackbaud Institute, 2021). Such evidence implies that human-bird interaction may promote people’s interests in environmental protection in the long-term. Future research should therefore explore the impact of bird engagement on willingness to pay for general wildlife conservation and donations.

However, there are even broader implications from our work. Relatively speaking, the extent of bird feeding is still poorly understood by ornithologists, despite its importance for bird populations. Humans feed birds not just during the winter, and therefore trying to understanding how and when such local engagement occurs is already recognized as important within the literature (Goddard et al., 2013). Moreover, these interactions may provide an essential boost to human well-being that forms a substitute mechanism for delivering consistency, purpose, and routine to our lives. This may be particularly pivotal during a pandemic, which requires people to endure periods with restricted (human) interaction. Thus, amidst the enormous mental health and economic costs from lockdowns, an increase in human-wildlife connectivity like those we document here may support both human and bird resilience. Future research should assess the long-term persistence of these engagements and their dynamic implications for both humans and birds.
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